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RULE BRITANNIA.

Costumes

Britannia.—Long white dress, Union Jack draped over left shoulder. She wears a helmet and carries a trident. Secure a good picture of Britannia and try as far as possible to carry out the costume. Instead of a flag draped over her shoulder, she may, if desired, wear a hauberk. The helmet, shield and hauberk may be made from cardboard and covered with silver paper.

Eight Girls.—White dresses, trimmed with little flags or red, white and blue.

Descriptive

If possible, have a curtain. Arrange the tableau; then have the curtain drawn. If it be not possible to have a curtain, Britannia walks on the stage, mounts her Pedestal, followed by the other girls in their order. They group themselves according to instructions given in “TABLEAU.”

A strong box will be required for a Pedestal. Drape it with a large flag or a sheet.

Each of the eight girls in the Drill carries a Union
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Jack. The girls are numbered thus,—One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven and Eight.

The music that precedes the song, should be a good rousing patriotic march.

Tableau

Britannia, mounted on a Pedestal, occupies the centre of the stage. One and Two stand just a little behind her, on the Pedestal, one on each side. Three and Four stand beside her, on the Pedestal, one on each side. Five and Six stand on the floor, in front of her, a little to each side. Seven and Eight sit down on the floor, directly in front of her.

One carries her flag in her left hand and crosses it with the flag of Two, who carries her flag in her right hand. The two flags are crossed above the head of Britannia.

Three and Four hold their flags straight up in their outside hands.

Five and Six hold their flags well up in their outside hands.

Seven and Eight hold theirs in their inside hands, crossed, in front of Britannia.

The curtain rises, or they march to position.

All keep perfectly still, while the pianist plays appropriate, patriotic music. Britannia looks straight to the front, the others look towards Britannia. Their bodies are slightly bent in her direction. The position is held for a few seconds. The Pianist strikes a chord, as a signal for the breaking up of the group.

Britannia keeps her place throughout the drill, remaining as motionless as possible.

All transfer their flags to their right hands and march in a circle around Britannia, One leading, the others following in order. They march twice around Britannia. A distinct halt is made. The girls about turn and then march twice around her, in the other direction.

They then form up as though for the Lancers, with Britannia in the centre.

One and Two are at her back, Three and Four on her left hand side. Five and Six in front of her. Seven and Eight at her right hand side. All face Britannia. Five and Six will have their backs to the audience.

Salute

All are now in place for the Salute to Britannia. Girls lay down their flags. The pianist strikes four chords on the piano.

First Chord.—Both arms straight out at the sides in line with the shoulders. In raising the hands to the sides let the wrists lead, while the hands hang pendent.

Second Chord.—Cross the arms in front of the body, arms out and at full extent, wrists still leading, right hand above the left.
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Third Chord.—Draw the right foot back about twelve inches, until the heel of the left points to the hollow of the right, sink towards the floor by bending both knees, once more bring the arms straight out at the sides, wrists still leading.

Fourth Chord.—Straighten knees, bring up the right foot in line with the left, bring both arms straight down to the sides, wrists still leading.

Give this salute slowly and gracefully.

After saluting Britannia, the girls who are not facing the audience, turn so as to face the audience. The salute is repeated, this time to the audience.

Drill

Each girl takes her flag in her right hand and faces Britannia.

All march to the centre. Reaching the centre, all flags are raised towards Britannia. All backward march to place. Repeat.

One, Two, Five and Six (the two at the front and the two at the back of Britannia) march towards her. They raise their flags crossed as high as possible, and then backward march to places.

Three and Four (the two on her left side) and Seven and Eight (the two on her right side) march towards her. They raise their flags crossed as high as possible and then backward march to places.

All face partners. Hold flags in right hands, cross flags with partners. Each pair with flags crossed circle once around each other.

Still facing partners, One, Three, Five, and Seven wave their flags over the heads of Two, Four, Six and Eight who carry flags over right shoulders.

Reverse this movement. This time the even numbers wave their flags over the heads of the odd numbers. They, in turn, carry their flags over their right shoulders.

Even numbers kneel, odd numbers take their partner’s flag. Each girl with an odd number now holds two flags, one in each hand. She carries one over each shoulder. She marches around her kneeling partner. Then facing the audience, she crosses her flags above the head of the kneeling girl.

Reverse this movement. This time the odd numbers kneel while the even numbers march around them, then crossing their flags above the heads of the kneeling girls.

Return flags to owners. Flags are next carried over right shoulders and with One leading, the girls march in a circle around Britannia.

The girls now march, so as to form a straight line across the front of the stage, facing the audience, with One at the extreme right of the line.
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Song. Rule Britannia.

Note.—This song may be sung by the girls in chorus, or by a soloist who takes no part in the drill. If desired, the girls may join in the chorus. The teacher must decide which of the two ways will be the more effective.

When Britain first at Heaven’s command,
Arose from out the azure main,
This was the charter, the charter of the land,
And guardian angels sang this strain;

Chorus.—
"Rule, Britannia! Britannia, rule the waves;
Britons never shall be slaves."

The nations not so blest as thee
Must in their turn to tyrants fall;
While thou shalt flourish, shall flourish great and free,
The dread and envy of them all.

Chorus.—
"Rule, Britannia! Britannia, rule the waves;
Britons never shall be slaves."
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“When Britain first at Heaven’s command,”

Each girl holds her flag in her right hand, straight up at the side. Her body is drawn up to its full height, she looks towards her uplifted flag.

“Arose from out the azure main,”

Steps forward with her right foot, until the heel of the right points to the hollow of the left, weight on right foot. She waves her flag in short curves from left to right, waving on the last syllable of the word, “arose.” When the word, “main” is reached the flag is well out to the right and up.

“This was the charter, the charter of the land,”

Flag is carried over right shoulder. Each girl marks time to the music.

“And guardian angels sang this strain;”

Flag held straight up. Each girl looks toward her uplifted flag.

Chorus.—

‘Rule, Britannia! Britannia, rule the waves;”

Step forward with right foot, weight on right foot, each flag is waved from right to left with long graceful curves; in time to the music, waving to the left on the word, “Rule.”
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"'Britons never shall be slaves.'"

Step back to place. All join hands, raise hands as high as possible, flags held well up as hands are joined. Each girl draws her body up to its full height.

"The nations not so blest as thee,"
Flag over right shoulder, mark time to the music.

"Must in their turn to tyrants fall;"
Step back with right foot until the heel of the left points to the hollow of the right. Right flag points towards the floor, look in the direction in which flag points.

"While thou shalt flourish, shalt flourish great and free,"
Step forward with right foot; draw body up to its full height, look towards uplifted flag, held well up and to the right.

"The dread and envy of them all."
Wave flag from right to left, waving to left on word "The."

CHORUS.—Same movements as before.

Should there be a curtain, the children take up their position as in "TABLEAU" and the curtain drops.
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